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2 Introduction 

 

The National Business Initiative ran an action learning project over the period June 2014 to 

December 2015.  It has been a very rich experience with significant learning published in a 

background report (see reference list) and summarised here in this research report, and in a shorter 

policy brief.  This summary report should therefore be read in conjunction with the full background 

report (including appendices) available on request from Steve Nicholls at the NBI 

(SteveN@nbi.org.za).   

The underlying hypothesis for the project was that placing stakeholders relevant to a particular 

intervention area or approach (technology, policy, business model) into a structured, facilitated 

conversation would enable policy makers and project developers to quickly understand the key 

variables involved and make more targeted, relevant and effective recommendations. 

The NBI project demonstrated that there are enormous synergies and insights to be gained from 

collaborative planning.  This project was particularly focussed on planning around green economy 

interventions and demonstrated the power of collaboration as well as allowing the project team to 

distil a number of important lessons on how to run collaborative planning processes.  The project 

outputs are therefore grouped into two categories – specific policy recommendations and 

recommendations for policy makers on how to run collaborative processes. 

Collaborative planning is more effective 

when the conversation is focussed on 

specific solutions and obstacles and in 

the action learning process the NBI 

learnt several key things.  We are not 

good at talking to each other, and even 

within focused communities, we don't 

talk often enough.  As a consequence 

we don't have a full view of the problem and tend to solve for nodes within a broader network.  This 

is not the most efficient process and collaborative conversations have significant benefit in this 

regard.  To get maximum value, conversations need to be well structured and expertly facilitated.  

Finance is historically a missing element of existing conversations.  It was clear that many of the 

participants to our project were engaging with financial concepts and stakeholders for the first time.  

Incorporating the finance sector into these structured multi-stakeholder conversations was a unique 

and beneficial feature of this project.  Conversations are more effective when the content is very 

focused on specific interventions 

within the broader economy and these 

conversations need to acknowledge 

that specific interventions exist in a 

broader economic context and may 

have positive and negative feedbacks, 

which need to be understood by all 

stakeholders. 

Policy Lesson 1: Conversations on policy, finance 

and project innovation are more effective when 

considering a specific intervention rather than 

broader macro-economic policy. 

Policy Lesson 2: The manner in which stakeholders 

to a specific intervention engage with each other is 

not always effective and specific, structured, well 

facilitated processes are needed. 
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The NBI developed a formal, replicable process to help bring stakeholders together around specific 

focussed areas.  This process addresses the key learnings presented above and provides frameworks 

that enable better collaboration.  These frameworks include a set of conversation tools condensed 

into a training session on financial literacy as it relates to project development, and an economic 

principles framework designed to provide intervention context and structure a conversation about 

feedback loops and consequences in a manner that minimises the impact of personal opinion and 

ideology. 

Using the developed tools the NBI ran two sets of workshops.  The first set was designed to transfer 

learning and to extract from experts their views on key investment/intervention areas.  These areas 

focussed discussions in line with our learning and assumptions on more effective collaboration. The 

NBI ran a deliberately multi-stakeholder process to identify high impact intervention areas that 

could help transform our economy toward a green economy, in the context of the National 

Development Plan.  The attractiveness of specific priority interventions is therefore not necessarily 

driven by research on viability and appropriateness but is rather a recognition by experts in the field 

of development of what they think are critically important areas for future investment.  This has the 

advantage that intervention areas that are highly controversial or political do not feature in the final 

prioritised list.  These interventions therefore have a higher chance of success. 

The second set of workshops intended to test the hypothesis that a carefully selected group of 

experts could quickly arrive at a set of policy and finance innovation recommendations that could 

drive investment into a particular intervention.  All stakeholders to these solution workshops 

acknowledged the impact of a rapid solution development process of this form.  However while 

stakeholders expressed their appreciation for how much work can be covered in a very short time it 

is clear that one workshop is insufficient.  The potential to trigger progress from a series of these 

workshops is enormous. 
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Key Project Achievements 

 The project developed several conversation frameworks designed to facilitate conversations 

on the role of finance in development. 

 The project developed a principles framework as a tool for understanding positive and 

negative trade-offs of a particular intervention within an economy.  

 The financial conversation and principles frameworks were robustly tested with stakeholders 

locally and internationally and received high praise. 

 In addition to the positive influence and skills transfer to people in the project team, over 150 

selected decision makers in influential organisations from around the country were 

introduced to the financial conversation frameworks and the principles framework, in what 

amounted to a robust nation-wide training programme.  The frameworks were also 

presented at several seminars and conferences around the country. 

 Created connections within and between intervention communities that strengthen 

connections towards better solution development. 

 The project provided a literature review on international best practice in development 

finance in support of understanding the role of finance in development and in support of 

making specific recommendations around investment areas. 

 The project provided a robust analysis of the synergies and conflicts within the high level 

green economy and economic policy frameworks. 

 Through a robust multi-stakeholder process the project identified a list of intervention areas 

where a stakeholder consensus exists for focussing investment as a means of transforming 

our economy towards a greener economy.  

 The project demonstrated the potential for a rapid solution process built on strong 

facilitation, structuring frameworks and expert participation to identify financial and policy 

innovations that would accelerate investment in specific areas within the green economy. 

 The project outputs have played a significant role in influencing the strategy of the National 

Business Initiative, a strategy that has been warmly received by our stakeholders. 

 The project team attempted to integrate other Green Fund supported research projects into 

their solutions workshops, helping those projects further integrate finance into their projects 

and further develop their solutions. 

 The project outputs have been picked up and used by research and development institutions, 

including the World Bank and the United Nations Development Programme 
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Policy Lessons:  

1. Conversations on policy, finance and project innovation are more effective when 

considering a specific intervention rather than broader macro-economic policy. 

2. The manner in which stakeholders to a specific intervention engage with each other is 

not always effective and specific, structured, well facilitated processes are needed. 

3. The financial services sector need to be incorporated into discussions about specific 

policy and development discussions as soon as possible. 

4. Project developers and policy makers have low levels of financial literacy in relation to 

the role of finance in development.  Education is needed for all non-finance 

stakeholders on the role of finance and policy developers should specifically consider 

the role of finance when designing policy. 

5. Conversations about a specific intervention need to acknowledge the interventions 

context within the broader economy and policy landscape. 

6. While policy in South Africa is not perfectly consistent much of the public view of policy 

incongruence in South Africa is a matter of awareness and not reality.  Education 

processes around policy congruence would overcome certain barriers to collaboration. 

7. To drive uptake and acceptance of particular interventions, policy developers should 

consider their policy innovation interactions with consumer behaviour, business models 

and financial provision and innovation. 

8. Of those considered, the National Development Plan is by far the most complete of the 

guiding policy documents.  Government should continue to use the National 

Development Plan as the vision for the country and stakeholders should consider their 

development intent and interventions in the context of this vision (in parallel with the 

Sustainable Development Goals). 

9. The flagship projects, as identified in the Climate Change Response Policy of South 

Africa, provide a significant potential starting point but need to be seen as multi-

stakeholder implementation goals and not government projects.  This starting point 

can be supplemented by the priority investment areas identified by this project. 

10. Progress along a development curve is in reality stepped.  Long periods of stagnation 

that need to be unlocked to produce short periods of enormous activity. 

11. Progress in an identified intervention area can significantly benefit from pilot studies 

that demonstrate potential solutions and package them in a way that can be replicated 

nationally. 

12. The actions with the greatest impact, taken in pursuit of unlocking green economy 

projects and/or financial innovation, are focussed on creating a unified understanding 

of the problem and/or providing price certainty. 
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Policy Lessons:  

13. Convening a series of well structured, expertly facilitated, multi-stakeholder 

workshops on priority interventions in the economy will be invaluable guides for policy 

makers and trigger periods of activity. 

14. For learning around the role of finance in development to be fruitful conversations 

need to include all stakeholders.  As a result the conversations need to be well 

facilitated and structured using “conversation frameworks”. 

15. There are specific gaps in the structure of the financial services sector in South Africa 

which need to be acknowledged in policy setting. On one hand in understanding the 

impact of these gaps on projects and on the other hand in using policy to fill the gaps. 

16. Developing economies carry the dual burden of low GDP per Capita and poor access to 

financial services.  While access to financial services is a significant barrier to 

development, financial service barriers are firmly rooted in barriers related to 

governance, national level planning and available institutions.  South Africa are 

fortunate to have a robust and well regulated financial services sector that provide a 

significant range of services. 

17. Development in South Africa is inhibited by structural barriers in the financial services 

sector.  Policy development and public spending therefore needs to be cognisant of 

limited levels of private equity and venture capital, especially in relation to the green 

economy.  Policy should also attempt to stimulate private capital in these areas 

attracting greater levels of finance that are available to state entities. 

18. Use international available finance and earmarked government revenue for 

stimulating the financial services sector, scaling investment in the green economy. 

19. Consideration of specific project level barriers, in the context of the investment areas 

identified in this project, is a necessary final step I understanding the challenge.  For 

policy and financial innovation to be most effective it should address specific barriers.  

The project team piloted a rapid solution development process that represents an 

excellent means of moving forward. 

20. A sophisticated stimulation of the green economy in South Africa would act to bolster 

credit ratings and hence have a positive impact on bond rates easing pressure on the 

fiscus. 
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3 Methodology 

The project was divided into three phases: 

1. A research phase:  This phase provided the basis for the development of the frameworks 

around which we planned to structure further conversations, identify emergent 

interventions and explored best practice as a basis for identifying potential policy and 

finance instruments.  In this phase we developed the financial literacy conversation 

frameworks, the economic principles framework and conducted a robust analysis of South 

Africa’s guiding policy documents (the National Development Plan, Industrial Policy Action 

Plan, the New Growth Path and Climate Change and Sustainable Development policy) 

2. An intervention discovery phase:  Using the tools and processes developed in the research 

phase the NBI conducted 13 workshops in Gauteng, the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal 

reaching over 130 selected decision makers across 72 institutions from business, finance, 

civil society, labour and government from all spheres.  In addition we hosted a full day 

seminar with the World Business Council for Sustainable Development (WBCSD) focussed on 

their Low Carbon Technology Partnership Initiative (LCTPi), which was attended by over 120 

people.  The goal of these sessions was to test the frameworks developed, introduce 

participants to the important role of finance in development, provide participants with some 

basic knowledge and frameworks to understand and communicate the role of finance in 

development and identify specific interventions that could form the basis of more focussed 

solution development conversations.  The list of 126 specific interventions provides an 

excellent guide for policy development as well as for finance planning and business 

development.  By inference it also provides a qualitative hint at the priority challenges for a 

variety of stakeholder groups.  During this phase the economic principles frameworks was 

tested for completeness and broad appeal and the principles updated as a consequence of 

feedback received. 

3. The solution workshop phase:  This phase of work took four priority investment areas 

(enabling public transport, protecting high-altitude, high-value water catchments, derelict 

mine rehabilitation and a nexus of smart-grids, distributed renewable energy and storage) 

and tested a rapid-solution development methodology.  The theory behind this phase of 

work is that you would rapidly get to solution recommendations in the policy and financial 

innovation space by placing professionals working in the area of a specific intervention in a 

structured conversation.  In reality, even within focussed professions, differing 

conceptualisations of the problem and solution space existed.  Furthermore, each 

stakeholder, by virtue of their network, bias and specific expertise, has a limited view of the 

overall problem.  The solution workshops, in a relatively short space of time, resulted in  

 positive progress towards alignment,  

 a defined solution space as a basis for further discussions,  

 initial solutions that are worth exploring, 

 an acceptance of the benefits and a willingness on behalf of participants for further 

conversations, 

 general learnings and insights around driving project progress 
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4 Outputs 

4.1 Expanding on the role of finance in development 

Using data from the Standard and 

Poor’s Ratings Service Global Financial 

Literacy Survey, The Economist 

(November, 2015) correlate a countries 

financial literacy with their GDP 

showing perhaps an unsurprisingly 

close relationship.  In the context of 

green economy and economic 

transformation the extrapolated 

hypothesis is that the greater the level 

of financial literacy and access to 

financial services the greater the degree 

of implementation.  Similarly in 

countries with high financial literacy 

and access to financial services the 

social tension due to perceived 

transaction costs and perceptions about 

the use of capital are decreased. 

It was the NBIs hypothesis that the role 

of finance in development is not well 

understood across stakeholder groups 

within South Africa.  The project team 

(the NBI with technical support from 

KPMG) therefore set out to develop a 

set of tools that help multi-stakeholder 

groups understand the role of finance 

within project development and then tested those frameworks with stakeholders.  This analysis built 

on work the NBI conducted in 2013, with financial support from the British High Commission in 

South Africa, on barriers to low carbon finance.   

The project team conducted 17 workshops in Gauteng, KwaZulu-Natal and the Western Cape 

reaching over 150 targeted decision makers in organisations within civil society, labour, local, 

provincial and national government, the finance sector and business in general.  Part of the purpose 

of these workshops was to test the level of understanding of the role of finance in development and 

to test, in a qualitative way, if finance is appropriately considered in project development.   

Policy Lesson 3: The financial services sector need 

to be incorporated into discussions about specific 

policy and development discussions as soon as 

possible. 

Figure 1: The relationship between financial literacy and GDP per 
Capita 
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The overwhelming conclusion is that 

finance is insufficiently understood 

and there is a need for greater levels 

of inclusion of the financial sector in 

policy planning and project 

development.  Furthermore a 

concerted effort is needed to raise 

levels of financial literacy (generally 

but also in relation to policy and 

project development). 

For further information on these frameworks please see section 5 later in this summary. 

Policy Lesson 4: Project developers and policy makers 

have low levels of financial literacy in relation to the 

role of finance in development.  Education is needed 

for all non-finance stakeholders on the role of 

finance and policy developers should specifically 

consider the role of finance when designing policy. 
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4.2 Providing tools to understand impacts across the economy 

There are multiple definitions of an economy – the green economy, yellow economy, blue economy, 

circular economy, and many more.  These conceptualisations of the economy are useful to provide 

specific focus to discussions and to communities, emphasising certain aspects of development that 

may need additional focus.  However, 

in reality, there is only one economy.  

When considering interventions it is 

therefore important to continually 

assess the solution against a framework 

that considers the entire economy.  The 

project team, in a desire to move away 

from the frustration and futility of 

trying to distil such complicated issues 

into a single definition, reviewed the varied economic definitions and descriptions available and 

extracted the core principles to each.  These principles were packaged into a three tier principles 

framework that provides a high level view of the economy and enables discussion of positive and 

negative feedback loops.   

The principles framework was presented at each workshop and tested for usefulness and 

applicability.  We considered this feedback and made some additions to the team’s first proposal.  

All stakeholders reacted extremely positively to this component of the work and many expressed a 

desire to use it in their working processes.  During the workshops the framework was used to 

explore topics as varied as the taxi recapitalisation programme, the expanded public works 

programmes, the role of the minimum wage and other specific policy or technology intervention 

areas.   

The highest level of the principles (the full set can be found in Appendix I) are: 

 

Figure 2: The NBI Economic Principles Framework (tier 1) 

The framework was then used to map some of South Africa’s guiding policy documents and 

determine where there are key conflicts and gaps.  Policies that were mapped were the National 

Development Plan, Industrial Policy Action Plan, the New Growth Path and Climate Change and 

Sustainable Development policy.  This provided an additional check on the completeness and 

appropriateness of identified principles. 

Policy Lesson 5: Conversations about a specific 

intervention need to acknowledge the 

interventions context within the broader economy 

and policy landscape. 
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4.3 Understanding policy congruence 

The project team conducted two exercises to understand policy congruence.  Firstly, they reviewed 

national high level guiding policy documents against the developed economic principles framework 

and secondly, reviewed the communication of green economy in South African documents against 

international conceptualisations of green economy areas.  While the rate of change in this field 

locally and globally renders this process perpetually incomplete it highlighted some fascinating 

insights. 

This analysis, combined with insights and discussions taking place within the NBI community and 

projects, led the project team to believe that while policy in South Africa is not perfectly consistent 

much of the public view of policy incongruence in South Africa is a matter of awareness and not 

reality.  Education processes around policy 

congruence would overcome certain 

barriers to collaboration.  There is a clear 

pattern that links the National 

Development Plan to supporting policy 

and specific implementation indicators in 

the medium term strategic framework.  

The principles framework would be an 

excellent tool to explore where there are 

real or perceived areas of policy 

incongruence. 

What is clear from the economic 

principle framework driven policy 

analysis is that two types of statement 

are made in the National Development 

Plan: high level aspirations or principle 

statements, and very specific project 

recommendations.  How you connect 

the two is important, what the project 

team called implementation channels.  

Discussions therefore should focus on financial innovation, policy suitability, business models and 

consumer behaviour.  These four areas provided a great framework to structure solutions 

workshops and their interactions should also be concerns when developing policy. 

The analysis and mapping of guiding 

policy in South Africa provided several 

insights: 

 The National Development Plan 

is an excellent basis on which to 

build collaborative planning.  It 

was by far the document with 

the broadest reach across all of 

the areas defined in the 

economic principles framework. 

 Few of the guiding documents 

robustly consider changing the 

Policy Lesson 6: While policy in South Africa is not 

perfectly consistent much of the public view of 

policy incongruence in South Africa is a matter 

of awareness and not reality.  Education 

processes around policy congruence would 

overcome certain barriers to collaboration. 

Policy Lesson 7: To drive uptake and acceptance of 

particular interventions, policy developers 

should consider their policy innovation 

interactions with consumer behaviour, business 

models and financial provision and innovation. 

Policy Lesson 8: Of those considered, the National 

Development Plan is by far the most complete 

of the guiding policy documents.  Government 

should continue to use the National 

Development Plan as the vision for the country 

and stakeholders should consider their 

development intent and interventions in the 

context of this vision (in parallel with the 

Sustainable Development Goals). 
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underlying structure of the economy and what we produce and consume.  Considering 

trends in international policy setting, in particular Climate Change, and with the rise of 

concepts like the circular economy or industrial symbiosis this is something that should be 

considered more explicitly. 

 The flagship projects as 

identified in the National 

Climate Change Response 

Policy seem an excellent 

vehicle to focus 

collaborative workshops 

and drive progress.  

However perceptions are 

that the flagships are 

intended to be 

implemented purely by 

government departments. 

 The resilience of our economy to environmental, social and economic shock (single events or 

gradual change) should be an explicit policy outcome and not merely implied. 

 Managing, protecting, restoring and growing natural capital needs to be better understood 

and moved more centrally in the policy landscape in South Africa. 

 More specific attention on reducing income, asset and capital inequality is needed. 

 Growth needs to be conceptualised more broadly in terms of growth in outputs and 

productivity as well as growth in personal wellbeing and social cohesion.  In particular, 

specific policy and collective action is needed towards growing personal wellbeing (including 

aspects of human health and safety) and social cohesion (functioning and cohesive 

communities).  Personal wellbeing seems particular neglected in high level national policy. 

 Understanding and making provision for an economy that is maturing from primary and 

secondary sectors to a tertiary, service driven economy, running alongside a burgeoning 

informal economy is critical. 

 Employment is clearly a key priority for South Africa and policy should be balanced across a 

range of criteria that include the soft and hard skills that make an individual suitable for 

employment.  Entrepreneurship, especially of older, rather than school leaving age, people 

needs additional focus. 

 Individual and institutional capacity, transparency, accountability and responsibility should 

be key focus areas for policy and collective action.   

 The protection and strengthening of the legal system is notably absent in the text of the 

policy documents considered for this study. 

Policy Lesson 9: The flagship projects, as identified in 

the Climate Change Response Policy of South Africa, 

provide a significant potential starting point but 

need to be seen as multi-stakeholder 

implementation goals and not government projects.  

This starting point can be supplemented by the 

priority investment areas identified by this project. 
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When focussing specifically on issues of the green economy it is interesting to note the delineation 

between how the green economy is communicated locally by a variety of sources and government 

departments and how the green economy is communicated internationally.  The delineations 

between government department responsibilities are laid bare.  We stress that this is a 

communication issue as we know from workshops and individual engagements that many of the 

observed gaps are being addressed within broader government. 

Based on a high level analysis of the DEA Green Economy focus areas, the Green Economy Accord, 

the Green Jobs Report, and the Climate Change Response Policy flagship areas there is relatively 

little mention of the role of information and communications technology, advanced materials, 

education and research development, manufacturing and industry, sustainable consumption and 

production and public works.  Areas that received more attention are clean energy generation, 

energy efficiency, transportation, agriculture, water and waste water treatment, waste 

management, green buildings, natural resource management and climate change.  Noticeable is an 

apparent contradiction in Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS), which receives fairly prominent 

attention in national green economy documents but was not popular with stakeholders to the 

intervention identification workshops.  As was pointed out from a DEA workshop participant this 

may be due to an incorrect view of CCS being the purview of industrial applications rather than other 

CCS models including but not limited to natural biomass storage and cryogenic storage.  Finally an 

area identified in international conceptualisations of the green economy that barely features in 

South Africa’s green economy communication documents considered for this research is energy 

storage. 
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4.4 Identifying top priority intervention areas for green economic 

transformation 

Over 130 stakeholders across 13 workshops in Gauteng, the Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal 

identified 136 intervention areas that could attract significant investment towards a green economic 

transition.  Given the process run by the project team there is a large degree of consensus in these 

top interventions.  We have listed the top 15 intervention areas here and the full 136 are available in 

the background report.  Interventions areas varied in specificity and part of the challenge found was 

getting stakeholders who were not necessarily experts in that specific field to provide greater levels 

of detail.  Defining a more advanced scope was therefore a natural first step in the solutions 

workshops. 

Table 1: High priority investment areas identified in intervention workshops 

Category  Description 

Energy efficiency Smart grids and smart meters  

Clean energy generation Small scale solar PV 

Energy efficiency  Energy efficiency in the public, private and household sectors  

Transportation and infrastructure Promote public transport  

Water and waste-water 

management 
Protect South Africa's critical catchments (high value catchment) areas 

Ecological infrastructure Biodiversity economy 

Clean energy generation Small scale embedded renewable energy generation  

Clean energy generation Waste to energy  

Transportation and infrastructure Rail expansion for freight and passengers 

Water and waste-water 

management 

Reducing water losses in distribution in municipalities by replacing water 

infrastructure 

Ecological infrastructure Restoration and rehabilitation of derelict mines 

Agriculture, food production and 

forestry 
Small scale farmers and food systems 

Education and Behavioural 
Address service delivery of municipalities (waste and electricity) through 

PPPs 

Water and waste-water 

management 
Rainwater harvesting  

Waste reduction and industrial 

symbiosis 
Improve waste separation at source 

Energy distribution and storage Energy storage  

Clean energy generation 
Expansion of the Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer 

Procurement (REIPPP) Programme 

 

Four high priority interventions from a range of green economy categories were selected by the NBI 

team, with support from the steering committee, as a topics for the solutions workshops.  These 
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were Promoting Public Transport, Protecting Critical Catchments, Derelict Mine Rehabilitation and a 

nexus of Smart Grids, Storage and Distributed Renewables. 

4.5 Generalised lessons in project implementation and the role of rapid 

solution development workshops 

Three key generic lessons, which require 

further testing, emerged from the four 

trial solutions workshops.  Firstly, while 

typically we think of maturity and 

change as a smooth curve it is more 

likely to be stepped.  With periods of 

inactivity or lack of progress 

interspersed with shorter periods of 

high levels of innovation and progress.  The project team believes that rapid solution development 

and multi-stakeholder workshops would be most effective at breaking intervention communities out 

of a period of inactivity.  During these workshops participants are inspired, learn more about the 

problem, make connections that can help them progress and are able to provide advice and support 

to others in making progress.  Critically collective bottlenecks can be identified and overcome as a 

group.   

Secondly, all of the solution workshop 

groups naturally gravitated to trying to 

identify a smaller subset of the national 

problem that could form the basis for a 

pilot project.  Pilot projects provide a 

less complicated, safer space to test 

ideas and combinations of solutions but 

also provide the opportunity for 

packaging the solutions identified for replication across similar units/areas in the country. 

 

 

Figure 3: A matrix to categorise the impact of policy and project or finance innovation 

 

The distinction on the vertical axis is important.  The financial services sector provides capital based 

on the certainty of the receiver of the capital being able to return it (with an inflation beating 

Policy Lesson 10: Progress along a development 

curve is in reality stepped.  Long periods of 

stagnation that need to be unlocked to produce 

short periods of enormous activity. 

Policy Lesson 11: Progress in an identified 

intervention area can significantly benefit from 

pilot studies that demonstrate potential 

solutions and package them in a way that can 

be replicated nationally. 
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interest).  The degree of interest required to borrow the money will be adjusted for risk and the time 

period over which it will be repaid.  At a fundamental level then, as the link between how the money 

will be repaid the more reluctant the capital provider.  Slightly simplifying it boils down to how the 

project, in which the capital is invested, will generate cash flows.  In traditional projects where the 

generation of cash is well understood the full potential of the financial sector can be unleashed on 

those projects.  The green economy has a particular class of assets where the generation of cash is 

not immediately obvious and quite often does not generate cash at all, but rather reduces the cost 

for the borrower, indirectly releasing the cash he would have otherwise spent.  Quite often the 

spending of the released cash is not necessarily on control of the project implementer and therefore 

increases the uncertainty and risk.  Energy Efficiency is an excellent illustration of this kind of 

problem.  If a company invests in energy efficiency measures the investment it doesn’t directly 

generate revenue (although it may indirectly increase revenue through decreased costs and 

increased competitiveness in the market).  The reduction in costs are difficult to measure or 

disaggregate from a range of other positive and negative effects on costs.  At a very extreme end of 

activities that do not generate cash would be investing in something like protecting a water 

catchment which provides critical water to an industrial community.  The benefits are not borne by 

the project implementer and there is no obvious commercial way to recover the costs from the users 

of the water. 

It is therefore easier to attract capital for a project which has a clear revenue model and short pay 

back periods.  Where the ability to repay is unclear it is often impossible for the project to raise 

capital.  Much of the leading practice in green economy finance is therefore attempting to create a 

price or business model linkage to the project.  This moves the project into the zone of where 

finance can more easily be used as a tool to drive its development.  This is the logic behind things 

like “Payment for Ecosystem Services” and 

“Natural Capital Valuation”. 

Therefore, it was a seemingly commonly 

held view of stakeholders that unlocking 

innovation within the financial services 

sector requires two things.  A unified (or 

common) understanding of the problem 

and price certainty.  In this sweet spot, 

policy and intention are aligned and the 

full suite of financial instruments can be 

applied.  A classic example of this type of 

success is the South African Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer Procurement 

Programme (REIPPP), which through clever policy and some financial innovation unlocked tens of 

billions of Rands of private sector investment.  Interventions should therefore aim to create a unified 

understanding of the problem and collective intent and/or provide a mechanism to generate cash 

flow or price certainty within the project policy framework - in the figure below, effectively moving 

the intervention area toward the top right quadrant of the chart.  Stakeholders also felt that there is 

a threshold for some types of projects where policy measures cannot create a price proportional to 

the value of the underlying asset.  In these instances policy must be used as an overarching 

protection mechanism providing specific rules.  

Policy Lesson 12: The actions with the greatest 

impact, taken in pursuit of unlocking green 

economy projects and/or financial innovation, 

are focussed on creating a unified 

understanding of the problem and/or providing 

price certainty. 
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4.6 Specific recommendations arising from each solution workshop 

Each solution workshop provided an 

initial view of the solutions space.  That 

is, they provided additional focus, 

within a broad topic, on specific 

technologies or approaches that could 

be implemented.  The workshops that 

provided better focus, quicker had 

better outputs than the workshops that 

did not.  Equally, the workshops where 

the project team had managed, 

through one-on-one engagements prior to the workshops, to provide facilitated focus also had 

better outcomes.  The quality of the facilitation and the degree of focus are key determinants of 

outcomes.  Adding this focus is however something that does need to be done by the solution 

community and it became obvious that more than one workshops needs to be conducted.  Once 

each group had defined their solution space and identified a component of that space they wanted 

to work on – for example solar power generated on mine dumps – they identified barriers to the 

solution and then recommended specific solutions.  The maturity of each technology has a major 

impact on the type of solutions identified and the type of stakeholder you would ideally have in the 

room.  Each group was asked to identify maturity levels for their technology and in some cases this 

lead to further insight on which stakeholders would be useful to include.  This also supports a need 

for multiple iterative workshops. 

Each specific solution was considered using the Economic Principles Framework in order to assess if 

there are any significant positive or negative impacts or constraints elsewhere in the economy. 

It is important to keep in mind that the summaries presented below are a reflection of the 

discussion at each workshop.  The project team has not verified the veracity of the claims made. 

Policy Lesson 13: Convening a series of well 

structured, expertly facilitated, multi-

stakeholder workshops on priority interventions 

in the economy will be invaluable guides for 

policy makers and trigger periods of activity. 
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4.6.1 Promoting Public Transport 

Workshop participants were from project development, local government, national government, 

financial advisory and banking sectors.  The mix of participants suited the maturity of the topic 

solutions, identified by workshop participants as nearing full maturity.  Greater participation of civil 

society and labour, as well as specifically effected stakeholders (like the taxi industry), would be 

required for future workshops. 

The issue of shifting commuters to public (communal and not necessarily mass) transport is 

fundamentally embedded in issues of how we organise society and configure our economy.  

Transport planning is embedded in spatial planning, especially on a city wide scale.  Solutions 

therefore embrace areas of ride sharing, modal shifting, using transport configurations for multiple 

uses and developing or encouraging new forms of transport as well as changing where people and 

goods need to be transported from and to which destinations.   

The starting point in considering which solutions are viable can fundamentally change proposed 

solutions.  Taking a perspective of transport solutions in the context of a carbon or energy 

constrained economy (no cheap oil) may alter perspectives on the role of different technologies, for 

example the internal combustion engine.  There is also a strong time element to defining how the 

problem is addressed.  Are we trying to solve for legacy problems, or plan for an altered future 

spatial distribution and what are individual views on the timing of a transition between the two?  

There is no question that transport solutions in South Africa are heavily influenced by historical 

spatial segregation, inequality and security.  There is also a strong class distinction around the utility 

of transport.  With high income groupings worried more about comfort, security and efficiency and 

low income groupings more worried about price and access to services.  In addition individual status 

in considering transport options is still linked to large vehicles, in contrast to Europe for example, 

where no vehicle or a smaller vehicle is considered more fashionable. 

Fundamentally it is more useful to think about transport in the context of providing people access to 

services and employment rather than a more narrow view of moving goods and people between 

locations. 

Much of this workshop was focussed on defining the solution space and trying to determine an area 

of focus and thus insufficient time remained for a determined consideration of specific barriers and 

solutions.  The discussion focussed on the City of Johannesburg “corridors of freedom” programme 

and it was felt this would be an excellent starting point for future, needed collaborative solution 

workshops.  The “corridors of freedom” programme is where the City of Johannesburg will 

undertake a combination of transport upgrades, route densification and hub densification activities 

along key routes within the city.  Route and hub densification implies increasing residential and 

commercial activity on the major routes increasing critical mass and transport viability and creating 

more mixed, cohesive communities as well as increasing jobs.  This would be a combination of modal 

shifting and spatial planning. 

Solutions focussed on overcoming barriers in broad categories of incentivising public transport use, 

breaking down prejudices against public transport use, making public transport more accessible, 

more hygienic, more secure and easier to use.  Several ideas that were particularly innovative 

centred on pricing and business models.  There was a definite emphasise from all attendees of the 

workshop on the need for future collaborative planning and implementation.  Some barriers, 

particularly in relation to where transport and energy fuel availability intersect, will require more 

investigation.  For example how does one plan for a shift to LPG or electric vehicles in the context of 

limited supply of gas and electricity?  It is clearly a sub-component of broader energy planning.  
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Understanding the dynamics and job creation potential of the last mile feeder system is also a 

problem worth solving. 

The vested interests of existing players in the transport sectors – from taxi organisations to 

government departments to oil and gas companies – was seen as a significant barrier and 

overcoming this barrier may take some very bold, unpopular decisions from key private and public 

stakeholders. 

Specific solutions worth highlighting are: setting an audacious goal that will align stakeholders 

behind high levels of achievement.  Providing price disincentives (higher fuel taxes and large 

passenger vehicle taxes) and incentives (company or government department mobility allowances 

rather than car allowances, “Discovery” style buying scheme and collective incentive schemes and 

travel reimbursement schemes that favour smaller engines).  Spatial solutions like no drive zones 

and efficiency solutions like common ticketing across transport modes were also common 

recommendations. 

Overcoming issues of bias and perception was a big focus and requires some systemic changes to 

seemingly unrelated systems.  Company and government department’s views on flexitime, dress 

code and expectations on employees to carry large amounts of documents and or high value items 

like laptops would need to be reviewed.  Clearly awareness and communications campaigns would 

be a big part of any solution in this space. 

Perhaps the most enterprising set of solutions briefly explored are in relation to data and meta-data 

mining as a means of revenue generation, particularly for the last mile feeder system.  How can 

revenue models built on Wi-Fi provision along the transport trunk and at transport nodes be used to 

offset the cost of transport – particularly for the poor, expensive routes and the last mile feeder 

system?  Furthermore using transport cards to gather meta-data to understand consumer 

movements and preferences could also inform sophisticated revenue models.  In the context of the 

“corridors of freedom” programme these innovative business models could enhance on route 

(further enhanced by densification) opportunities that create revenues for subsidising transport 

costs. 

The final recommendation is to use the City of Johannesburg “corridors of freedom” programme 

as the basis for future collaborative solution development workshop and expand on the solution 

options developed in the NBI project workshop. 
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4.6.2 Protecting Critical Catchments 

Attendees of this workshop believe that the solutions to protecting high value, high altitude, critical 

catchments are not mature.  The mix of participants to the workshops were therefore as would be 

expected from earlier stage finance institutions and civil society with an interest in water.  Workshop 

participants were from private equity, development banking, civil society and government.  It 

appeared that the civil society members had not had a conversation with private equity financiers 

before.  In order to make better progress stakeholders from local government, in particular the City 

of Durban, should be present.  It is also likely that the insurance industry could add value to this 

specific topic. 

Fifty percent of our nation’s water comes from roughly twelve high value catchments.  This is a 

strong imperative for us to protect these areas, many of which are vulnerable to land use change 

(both from mining and agriculture).  These catchments need protection but also maintenance, 

including alien invasive clearing and ecosystem restoration.  These catchments exist in a context of 

policy uncertainty, water tariffs that are not cost reflective, poor water governance, low levels of 

water revenue collection, and multiple stakeholders to the catchments and to downstream water 

provision. 

The primary challenge in protecting these catchments is that there is no revenue model linked 

directly to these catchments and deploying traditional financial instruments and approaches is 

therefore challenging.  Furthermore, insufficient research has been conducted on the costs of 

ecosystem maintenance and therefore determining the amount of capital required ahead of a 

finance discussion is challenging.  We lack M&E frameworks and awareness of the complexity of 

water management is not well known to stakeholders.  Communications campaigns will be a critical 

component of any solution in the water space. 

A challenge identified by the group is the coordination of and funding of research, which is 

fragmented and disconnected.  Key stakeholders include the Catchment Management Agencies 

(CMAs), the Water Research Commission (WRC) and the Council for Scientific and Industrial 

Research (CSIR).  None of whom were present at the workshops and would need to be engaged for 

future workshops. 

A specific challenge worth investigating is the role of engineers signing off on wetland rehabilitation 

which they are reluctant to do. 

To focus the conversations, aligned with work the Green Fund were supporting, the workshop 

concentrated on the Umgeni catchment in KwaZulu-Natal.  The city of Durban, a water stressed city, 

draws over 90% of its water from the upper reaches of this catchment.  A global best practice 

instance of a city securing its water supply is New York’s purchase of their primary water feeding 

catchment in the Catskill Mountains.  The workshop participants were very keen on establishing a 

relationship between the City of Durban and the Upper Umgeni Catchment as South Africa’s Catskills 

example. 

It was proposed that all solution be nested in a multi-stakeholder approach to implementing SIP19, 

seating the SIP outcomes in the NDP and then coordination a SIP19 lobby.  It was also felt that a role 

exists for the private sector to get involved in the establishment of Catchment Management 

Agencies and catchment management strategies.  Communications campaigns on what costs are 

included in water tariffs may ease resistance to change to higher tariffs.   
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The most promising solutions related to potential approaches to apportioning the cost of the 

catchment management in the price users pay for the water.  This presence of a price would create 

cash flows that could be used to trigger traditional and innovative finance.  A critical barrier here is 

that due to rules within the Municipal Finance Management Act (MFMA) the City (primary water 

offtaker) is not allowed to spend money outside the boundary of the city.  A direct disbursement of 

money to an agent managing the catchment is therefore prohibited.  One could either request an 

exemption in policy or structure the payments through an intermediate (agency or special purpose 

vehicle).  In order to attract funding for the catchment maintenance one would need to layer finance 

using the existing government spending to attract additional private capital.  The city could use their 

ability to raise income in the form of a “green bond” to provide additional finance into a layered 

public-private sector deal.  A better design of the expanded public works programme (EPWP) may 

also yield additional finance to protect catchments, but most importantly the programme needs to 

be structured in a way to ensure the sustainability of companies created to clear vegetation, such 

that the catchments continue to be maintained post the EPWP.  Offsets would also be part of the 

mix of potential finance. 

Supporting the work done in securing the high value Umgeni Catchment and its relationship with 

the eThekwini community, possibly with support from an international source of finance like the 

Green Climate Fund, should the focus for further conversations. 
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4.6.3 Derelict Mine Rehabilitation 

The mining rehabilitation community came out in force for this workshop, the most well attended of 

the workshops hosted.  It is clearly a topic about which a great deal of people are really passionate.  

Indeed, the group made the request for further facilitated conversations on rehabilitation at a 

strategic level as well as discussions on mine rehabilitation, particularly of open cast mining, and its 

relationship to food security and/or more general ecosystem services.  The group were asked to 

focus on how tailings facilities (mine dumps) could be used as renewable energy sites.  Particularly as 

this aligned well with work the Green Fund has already funded.   

The workshop was attended by representatives from Government, civil society, academia, the 

banking sector, and mining companies, but the group was dominated by project developers and 

mine rehabilitation specialists (including KPMG’s principle specialist in mine rehabilitation liability 

assessment).  The discussions were fascinating and this is clearly a complex space.  This was the only 

group that was reluctant to focus on a specific aspect.  This suggests there is much value to be 

unlocked in collaboration and setting in place some guiding principles on policy and finance for the 

entire rehabilitation sector.  Despite this initial reluctance the quality of the discussion was high 

because the ‘right people’ were present in the room and a sufficiently mature understanding of the 

solution was on the table.  Stakeholders reported that they found value in the discussion as they do 

not often get opportunities to get together and discuss one another’s thinking.   

With over 6000 derelict mines and roughly 3500 of these derelict mines being ownerless in South 

Africa, ownership of mines is a big issue.  In addition all of the existing and future mines in South 

Africa will reach a point where they need to be rehabilitated.  The costs to rehabilitate these mines 

are high and not generally connected to any form of revenue.  As a consequence solutions have the 

potential to scale to solving a major challenge for the country.  Rehabilitation needs to be done and 

finding ways to link them to revenue models will make rehabilitation more affordable.  This is 

particularly true for where mines are ownerless as the cost would by default be picked up by the tax 

payer. 

The workshop participants were asked to discuss a proposed solution to use urban mine sites, 

dormant Tailings Storage Facilities (TSFs), as locations for financially feasible renewable energy 

sources: solar PV and pumped storage.  These sites occupy massive land areas (some are over 5km2) 

and some are located in strategic urban areas that are prime locations for connectivity to the 

transmission and distribution grid.   

Research data provided by Jones and Wagner (2015) shows that the Internal Rate of Return (IRR) on 

solar and pumped storage are 10.7% and 10.3% respectively with pay back periods of 20 years.  

Under conventional investment decision making the IRR would be of some interest but the payback 

period is too long to attract conventional or single investors.  However, the opportunity becomes 

attractive when considering the fact that mines must legally rehabilitate this land in any case.  Thus 

the opportunity is to provide a cash flow that can offset the cost of rehabilitation as well as supply 

energy, through wheeling, to the mine that owns the facility or directly to the nearest municipality.  

In deep shaft mining (typically gold mining) the cost of pumping water out of mines is impacting 

mine margins and threatening mine operations.  There is therefore the potential to link low cost 

renewable energy to help companies pump water from the mine and keep shafts operating and 

maintain employment. 

A key factor is the potential role for commercial banks in managing their risk.  There are a large 

number of old mines that still sit on mining company’s balance sheets.  Under current legislation and 

court rulings banks could be liable for the liabilities of companies to whom they lend (in the case of 

company liquidation the land assets would vest to the bank).  Banks may have an interest in ensuring 
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that mines are rehabilitated to minimise the contingent liabilities they may have to raise.  

Government may also have an interest here as they may want to stimulate capital liquidity to 

encourage economic growth and employment.  Banks being reticent to lend to mining companies on 

the grounds of uncertain liability would not be desirable. 

Many of these mine dumps will in the future be re-mined.  It is feasible to mine the gold embedded 

in the mine dumps at certain gold prices and at a certain technology maturity (which presumably will 

get better over time).  Thus the payback period of the technology and the life cycle of the mine 

dump must at least match and feasibility studies would need to be done for each site.  It is possible 

that using these mines for a cash generating purpose may reduce the net present value for the full 

operation and may encourage re-mining companies to take on more assets. 

Given the spread and nature of institutions who may have an interest in these potential 

programmes, blended finance from banks, mines, energy off-takers (other mines, cities) and the 

state is a strong opportunity.  If these sources can be combined with some international finance that 

could reduce the total cost of capital it would make the investment more attractive. 

The primary challenge is understanding how this solution would fit into the current rehabilitation 

legislative environment.  Engagement with DMR would be required.  Specifically, would it be a 

possibility to use the rehabilitation fund as a source of capital for this project (given it will be repaid 

in 20 years, prior to many mines end of life).  Would this kind of activity be classified as a 

rehabilitation or would it add a rehabilitation cost to the mine – presumably one would have to 

rehabilitate the renewable energy facility as well?  Does it align or conflict with other regulatory 

issues like water use licences.  Predominantly though, one needs to understand the legal ownership 

and transferability of the rehabilitation liability. 

Other legislative challenges centre around waste act implications and regulations on generating and 

wheeling energy.  Non-legislative challenges relate to a needed understanding the business model 

and technical issues as well as the need for culture and cultural mind-set shift, changing negative 

perceptions of mines from viewed as waste land to a resource with value.   

The mood post the session was that this was certainly something that needs further exploration.  

Many of the challenges appear to relate to policy and it seems that solution is both technical and 

financially viable.  More multi-stakeholder sessions would be helpful and should include DMR and 

DOE.  As with all the groups a pilot was suggested and there was some debate about whether the 

pilot site should be state owned.  The advantage of using a state owned pilot site is that it may 

encourage greater involvement from the public sector and potentially unlock the state as a funding 

source.  However the expected resistance to change was perceived to be sufficiently high that 

finding a viable private site should be the initial target.  The pilot project recommend by this group 

was therefore to implement commercial scale solar energy on the top surface of a privately owned 

mine dump in the vicinity of Johannesburg. 
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4.6.4 Smart Grids, Storage and Distributed Renewables Nexus 

This was the first and least successful of the four workshops.  The project team needed to refine 

their facilitation process and the focus was too large to drill down to meaningful solutions.  It was 

however still a successful workshop that was extremely well attended, with attendees from 

academia, project development, banking, private equity and government.   

The group felt that smart grids and rooftop solar PV were the most mature of the available 

technologies and the focus of the workshop was therefore on these two.  Battery storage is seen as 

a key supplementary solution to this system and although important was excluded from the 

discussion.  Seeing that storage was viewed as an earlier stage technology compared to distributed 

renewables and smart grids, the financial interventions required for energy storage in the country 

would be different to the interventions needed for smart grids and embedded generation. 

Smart grids and distributed generation are technologies that are already implemented in the 

country.  A number of municipalities are implementing smart grid pilot projects and rising electricity 

prices and unreliable electricity provision have resulted in an increasing number of companies and 

households installing distributed energy technologies.  Although pilot projects for smart girds exist 

and there has been an increase in distributed generation installations, the pace of the transition 

remains slow.  The question posed to participants in this session was how can we move these 

interventions up the project maturity curve to the point of commercialisation, focussing specifically 

on policy and financial solutions? 

The group felt strongly that solving the issue of regulatory certainty and clear long term feed-in 

tariffs were critical to enabling large scale uptake of smart grids and distributed generation.  In 

addition to this, it was recognised that the need to ensure that the grid infrastructure is capable of 

bi-directional, volatile flows of electricity, which is essential for driving a successful roll-out of smart 

grids.  

The solutions were fundamentally about using policy to provide price certainty.  If that could be 

done then the financial services sector would innovate accordingly.  Attendees identified two key 

areas that need to be addressed in order to allow for more investment in distributed generation and 

smart grids. These were driving certainty and scalability through clear regulation, policy and feed-in 

tariffs; and driving commercialisation through evolving business models in the electricity sector.  

An initial step would be to finalise NERSA Consultation Paper: Small-Scale Embedded Generation: 

Regulatory Rules.  On 25 February 2015 NERSA published a consultation paper that outlines clear 

regulatory rules for distributed generation.  The rules will provide certainty in the market and 

potentially increase the rollout of distributed generation.  Participants noted that the paper should 

address:  

 The issue of reverse metering only being able to go up to zero. 

 Providing certainty on the threshold for requiring a generation licence, and simplify the 

requirements for obtaining a licence. 

 Allowing for long-term pricing certainty and not pricing that is updated annually, which 

poses a problem for calculating financial indicators. 

Participants felt that, like the REIPPP programme, a clear feed-in tariff structure would enable 

market expansion and would allow for innovative finance solutions.  The feed-in tariff needs to 

provide long term price certainty to enable effective planning of distributed generation investments.  

The key issue is that the price of electricity from renewable energy sources is still higher than 

Eskom’s prices for municipalities. Municipalities cannot agree to Power Purchase Agreements (PPAs) 
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if the tariff is more expensive than Eskom. Ideally it was suggested that national government needs 

to subsidise the difference in price, which would be much smaller than the subsidy provided to the 

REIPPP.  

The CSIR has provided a possible solution that enables the expansion of roof-top solar, while limiting 

municipalities’ financial risks, through a ‘net feed-in tariff’.  While the CSIR were not in attendance, 

they gave their apologues, this work was raised by several other participants.  The solution suggests 

creating a “Central Power Purchasing Agency” (CPPA), a government entity that compensates 

municipalities for the lost gross margins and acts as a central body for purchasing excess energy 

produced by the PV owner.  The CPPA will provide a guaranteed feed-in tariff to the energy 

generator for net electricity fed into the grid.  The excess energy produced will be sold to Eskom and 

distributed to the grid.  The CSIR study shows that this approach is cheaper than any new build 

approach, which inevitably increases electricity prices.  The roll-out of distributed generation, pre-

dominantly through embedded PV could reach between 500 MW – 1 GW installed capacity per 

annum, with tariff increases of less than 3% (Bischof-Niemz, 2015).  

An important barrier to the expansion of embedded generation is the perception that it will have a 

negative impact on Eskom’s and municipalities’ revenue.  As access to off grid electricity sources and 

energy efficiency improve a consumer’s dependency on the electric utility would diminish. This 

reduces demand for electricity from utility providers and also reduces municipalities’ revenue for 

electricity sales.  As a result traditional utility business models are becoming outdated and electricity 

utilities will have to explore new business models to minimise revenue losses and ensure long term 

viability.  

Internationally there has been a growing shift towards utilities expanding their services recognising 

that the traditional one-way flow of electricity with consumers being a passive recipient of power is 

slowly becoming obsolete. Emerging business models however reshape the electricity value chain 

recognising that end users have the capability of generating and storing energy.  

Barry MacColl, Eskom (pers. comm.), suggests an approach that seeks to enable utility providers and 

municipalities to continue to generate revenue while at the same time progress toward a more 

innovate business model.  The method suggests that a utility provider or municipality continue to 

sell traditional electricity but also consider selling ancillary services such as PV installations, energy 

storage products and energy efficiency services.  A customer could apply for some of these systems 

(a rooftop PV system for example) but rent/lease them from the provider if they don’t have the 

ability to pay the capital upfront.  The supplier (Eskom, municipalities) will provide the capital and 

install the system, allowing the customer to benefit from off, or near off-grid power provision from a 

clean resource, and the supplier gets another revenue stream from the rental payments.  There are 

also benefits to be gained from economies of scale and integrated planning (technically and 

financially) that suggest a national program could be better than individual applications.  

Pricing and policy barriers need to be unlocked in conjunction with plans to upgrade existing grid 

infrastructure to a point that it can cope with bidirectional, variable flows of electricity.  
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Specific recommendations going forward include:  

 Focus on high value areas that are potentially energy constrained.  These potential pilots will 

help build awareness of the benefits of these projects and improve risk perceptions. 

 Pricing is the primary challenge and various models exist (notably one developed by the 

CSIR) that have potential. 

 Clear regulation is necessary to provide certainty in distributed generation.  Finalisation of 

NERSA’s Small-Scale Embedded Generation: Regulatory Rules, will support this. 

 Solve revenue challenges for the municipality; innovative, evolving business models is one 

way of addressing the challenge. 

The primary recommendation made to continue this work would be collectively negotiate for a 

district IPP (or Eskom or a municipality) that implements a smart grid system in the area and rents 

the roof space from buildings to produce electricity.  Simply, to establish and conduct an energy 

storage, smart grids and distributed renewable energy pilot in Sandton or other high value markets 

(such as financial districts, industrial parks and central business districts) that are approaching being 

energy constrained.  The benefits of this approach are that it will: 

 have the collective buy-in from both businesses located in the area and the electricity 

provider (Eskom or municipalities). 

 reduce risk perceptions of smart grids and distributed generation. 

 provide an alternative source of power, reducing the strain on the grid.  
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5 The role of finance in development 

 

5.1 Enabling conversation and learning around finance and development 

Fundamental to the project approach 

was the inclusion of a variety of 

stakeholders in conversations on the role 

of finance and development.  It is 

important that these conversations 

include all stakeholders in the 

development value chain, otherwise you 

create disparate communities and 

deepen knowledge and power gradients 

between groups.  Early on, the project team realised that these conversations needed to be well 

facilitated in order to allow people to engage at their level of knowledge and to rapidly build 

knowledge equity.  This approach enables people to share with the group their experience and 

knowledge and for the group to mutually learn.  It is critical to use clever “conversation 

frameworks”, referred to in the literature as “boundary objects”, to provide structure to these 

conversations.  The project team developed two conversation frameworks, and borrowed a third 

from the UNDP, that groups can use as self-assessment models as a basis for collaboration and 

discussion.  Each of these frameworks deals with a different scale of the role of finance in 

development moving from considering the international context to the national context to the 

project context. 

 

The first framework developed is a 

Green Economy Maturity Index and is 

the correlation of GDP per Capita (the 

axis is logged for readability) and 

national level financial maturity.  Both 

sets of data were drawn from World 

Economic Forum Global 

Competitiveness Reports.  The 

correlation clearly shows that 

developing economies often have the duel challenge of low GDP per Capita and poor access to 

financial services.  To some degree these measures are correlated.  GDP per Capita is a good proxy 

for the size and activity within an economy.  A higher GDP per Capita means that there are likely to 

be higher levels of activity and project development.  Furthermore, higher levels of GDP per Capita 

indicate higher levels of private savings.  Typically in the form of cash in retail banks, insurance or 

pension funds private savings mean an ability for longer term investment horizons.   

Explore the data at: 

https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/CountryGreenEconomyMaturityIndex/Dashboard1?:embed

=y&:display_count=no). 

Policy Lesson 15: There are specific gaps in the 

structure of the financial services sector in South 

Africa which need to be acknowledged in policy 

setting. On one hand in understanding the impact 

of these gaps on projects and on the other hand in 

using policy to fill the gaps. 

Policy Lesson 14: For learning around the role of 

finance in development to be fruitful conversations 

need to include all stakeholders.  As a result the 

conversations need to be well facilitated and 

structured using “conversation frameworks”. 

https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/CountryGreenEconomyMaturityIndex/Dashboard1?:embed=y&:display_count=no
https://public.tableausoftware.com/views/CountryGreenEconomyMaturityIndex/Dashboard1?:embed=y&:display_count=no
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Figure 4: The relationship between GDP per Capita and country level financial maturity 

 

The project team divided this framework into three zones that describe the applicability of financial 

instrument innovation in an economy.  Countries that have high GDP per Capita and access to 

financial services (the darker blue zone) can and should apply the full innovative capacity of the 

financial sector to enhance a transition to a green economy.  Use of sophisticated instruments like 

derivatives and YieldCos are appropriate.  However for countries in the grey zone they may face 

barriers relating to the enabling environment.  Specifically barriers relating to structural challenges 

within the financial services sector, unsuitable, inconsistent or poorly implemented policy and a lack 

of certainty provided by national level plans are common challenges.  In the case of South Africa our 

planning framework (the NDPs implementation through the Medium Term Strategic Framework and 

supported by the 9 point plan) is a 

significant aid to project development and 

economic transition. Stakeholders did 

however report challenges relating to policy 

coherence and structural barriers within 

the financial service sector.  The project 

team conducted specific analysis on the 

coherence of policy in unlocking finance 

which are reported in section 4.3 of this 

report.  The third, lighter blue zone, 

common in countries with low GDP per 

Capita or countries whose GDP per Capita is 

high due to a single, recently discovered 

commodity (often minerals, oil or gas) but 

whose wealth is poorly distributed, 

indicates countries who have institutional challenges.  They may not have a stock exchange or their 

Policy Lesson 16: Developing economies carry the 

dual burden of low GDP per Capita and poor access 

to financial services.  While access to financial 

services is a significant barrier to development, 

financial service barriers are firmly rooted in 

barriers related to governance, national level 

planning and available institutions.  South Africa 

are fortunate to have a robust and well regulated 

financial services sector that provide a significant 

range of services. 
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financial services may be provided by a single, state owned bank.  In worst cases they may not have 

the basic legal, judicial and security institutions necessary for functioning democracies and to attract 

investment.   

 

 

Figure 5: Finance conversation framework 1 - the international context 

 

Depending on a countries context it may be necessary to consider issues of available institutions, 

governance frameworks, national planning and visioning documents before considering the role of 

finance in development.  South Africa is privileged to have an economy supported by rigorous and 

independent institutions and is guided by robust and uniquely developed visioning documents and 

national plans, and therefore should be engaging in a conversation on the role of finance and the 

enabling role of policy in development.  In South Africa the primary concern is overcoming structural 

barriers in the economy in general and specifically issues in the financial services sector.  This type of 

problem is best solved through clever policy developed in tandem with the financial services sector 

and other stakeholders. 

 

A commonly agreed inhibitor to 

development were structural barriers in 

the financial services sector in South 

Africa.  The second framework developed 

by the project team enables a 

consideration of structural barriers within 

a national context.  This framework allows 

the consideration of different types of 

finance in relation to the maturity and risk 

of the project.  Critically early stage, higher 

risk projects cannot be funded by banks.  

Legally they are prevented from doing so 

and finance needs to be sourced from higher tolerance forms of capital.  Typically grants, venture 

capital, corporate social investment, philanthropy and project developers’ own capital and effort 

(sometimes referred to as sweat equity).  As the project matures you draw from different forms of 

finance, in this case concessional debt and private equity.  There is a strong relationship between the 

Policy Lesson 17: Development in South Africa is 

inhibited by structural barriers in the financial 

services sector.  Policy development and public 

spending therefore needs to be cognisant of 

limited levels of private equity and venture capital, 

especially in relation to the green economy.  Policy 

should also attempt to stimulate private capital in 

these areas attracting greater levels of finance 

that are available to state entities. 
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two and project developers need to give early thought to how they will enable venture capitalists to 

sell their share of the project to private equity or consolidate the venture capital share into the 

project.  Finally, as the project reaches commercial maturity the project will consider more mature, 

less risk tolerant forms of finance, mostly through commercial debt.  Beyond that the role of long 

term investors (insurance, asset managers and pension funds) to create commoditised classes of 

investment on the back of stable projects is important.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6: Financial conversation framework 2 - the national context 

In the South African market a project is often required to grow using only grant and concessional 

debt.  This severely inhibits the scale and risk tolerance of project and project classes.  It is 

fundamentally important that government and project developers increase their knowledge on how 

finance works in relation to development, and focus on the role of policy in driving investment.   

Considering finance in this way also provides some 

additional guidance to how international finance 

could be deployed in support of green economy or 

climate transition objectives.  Using international 

finance or capital identified within the South 

African fiscus in support of plugging structural gaps 

in the South African financial services sector should 

be a key policy objective. 

While green economy project level interventions do not exist independently of their international 

and national contexts it is necessary to 

explore their implementation in detail.  

Given that newer, innovative 

technologies (those required to 

engender economic transformation) 

tend to be more capital intensive, the 

cost of capital is a key variable in project 

selection.  Typically the cost of capital is 

weighted by risk and the riskier (real or 

perceived) the intervention or 

technology, the higher the cost of 

capital.   

The commercial banking sector is well capitalised, 

well regulated and very active in the South African 

market. 

Early in the project developers rely on sweat equity 

with grant support.  Venture capital, although 

present, is relatively unavailable given the size of our 

economy 

As projects mature, they rely on concessional loans, 

from local or international banks (both commercial 

and development banks).  Private equity is scarce 

relative to the size of other sectors. 
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Policy Lesson 18: Use international available 

finance and earmarked government revenue for 

stimulating the financial services sector, scaling 

investment in the green economy. 

Policy Lesson 19: Consideration of specific project 

level barriers, in the context of the investment 

areas identified in this project, is a necessary final 

step I understanding the challenge.  For policy and 

financial innovation to be most effective it should 

address specific barriers.  The project team piloted 

a rapid solution development process that 

represents an excellent means of moving forward. 
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Given that many of the interventions required to transform our economy are relatively new and 

possibly unknown they typically have a higher cost of capital than there traditional counterparts.  In 

addition the case can be made that we underestimate the risk for traditional options based on a 

false sense of comfort.  In both the case of new investments and established technologies the role of 

cost of capital, as well as the accurate estimation and timing (modelling) of cash flows is 

fundamental. 

Waissbein et al (2013) in the paper “Derisking Renewable Energy Investment -  A framework to 

support policymakers in selecting public instruments to promote renewable energy investment in 

developing countries”, published by the United Nations Development Programme, provides an 

excellent, visual starting point.  While the original paper (using a South African case study) was 

aimed at policy developers and was developed to “address the existing investor risks that effect 

financing costs and competitiveness of renewable energy in developing countries” we believe that 

the first two steps in the proposed four step process are applicable to establish the relationships 

between identified risk and cost of capital for any technology category, and can be used by all 

stakeholder groups (especially as a basis for collaborative solution development). 

Effectively the method proposed by Waissbein et al (2013) establishes the relationship between the 

risk environment and the local cost of capital for a particular intervention, as measured against the 

best in class cost of capital for that intervention anywhere in the world. 
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5.2 The impact of high quality government spending 

Much of what is below is inspired by Box 1.2 in the World Economic Forum 2015 Global Risk Report 

titled “Fiscal Crises: Just When You Thought It Was Safe to Go Back”, a short comment that was 

contributed by the Global Agenda Council on Fiscal Sustainability. 

If a government spends more than it earns (raised in taxes) it generates a deficit.  Like anyone who 

spends more than they earn the government would need to then borrow money to cover the deficit.  

What they use this borrowed money for is really important and governments hope that the 

investment in the economy with this borrowed money will generate growth and economic returns 

for the economy that will fund the cost of borrowing this money.  The might also generate a budget 

deficit in order to stimulate economic growth in times of low economic growth. 

There are a number of ways government can borrow the money to make up the deficit and one of 

the cheapest ways is through issuing bonds, where they borrow money from private investors with 

the condition of repayment at a specific rate at a specific time.  According to the Global Council on 

Fiscal Stability:  

“a fiscal crisis occurs when investors begin to doubt the government’s future ability to repay; the 

government then has to offer higher interest on its bonds to compensate investors for the increased 

risk. A vicious cycle starts: ballooning interest payments add to government debt, increasing the 

doubts of investors and forcing interest rates up still further. This can rapidly turn into a fatal spiral, 

in which fears that a country will default on its debt become a self-fulfilling prophecy. 

As government bonds tend to be held in substantial part by domestic banks, when the government 

defaults, the resulting losses on these bonds endanger banks’ solvency. In this way, a fiscal crisis can 

lead to financial crisis. The causation can also run the other way: the government may be forced to 

bail out large banks at risk of default to avoid a systemic financial crisis. However, the additional 

debt taken on can plunge the government from an already-precarious fiscal position into a full-

blown fiscal crisis. 

Given these dynamics the sovereign 

credit rations as assessed by the likes 

of Standard and Poor, Moody’ and 

Fitch are very important.  These ratings 

are an external assessment of the risk 

that a government will be able to repay 

its debt and therefore directly effects 

the rate at which they can issue bonds.  

We should therefore be concerned about the general decline in South Africa’s credit rating as 

assessed by these institutions over the past few years. 

Unsustainable debt ultimately force governments to undertake painful fiscal adjustments by cutting 

expenditures and/or raising taxes. According to the Global Agenda Council on Fiscal Stability, “If such 

austerity is not timed well, it can trigger a deep recession and a strong increase in unemployment…” 

A government’s ability to raise inexpensive debt through bond markets is therefore a key fiscal 

management tool.  This ability is in turn affected by the credit rating of the country as credit ratings 

agencies affectively signal to private investors their view on the government’s ability to pay their 

debt back.  In part this credit rating and investor confidence is driven by the quality of government 

expenditure.  If it is believed that the expenditure is on assets that will generate returns for the 

country then confidence will increase.  If it is believed that the country budget is prudently managed 

Policy Lesson 20: A sophisticated stimulation of the 

green economy in South Africa would act to bolster 

credit ratings and hence have a positive impact on 

bond rates easing pressure on the fiscus. 
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confidence will increase.  Furthermore, if the investment fails to generate returns for the country 

(through an increase tax revenues) the ability for the country to repay the debt is compromised. 

This cycle, with some additional annotation, is reflected in the figure below. 

 

 

Figure 7: The relationship between government spending and debt, as well as private investors 

In relation to our earlier frameworks, the potential for South Africa to build GDP per capita and 

move towards an aggregation with developed countries is constrained by institutional decline and 

corruption, which threaten to drop us towards the zone of requiring institutional solutions.  It is 

therefore critical that government spending is structured in such a way that stimulates growth and 

encourages private sector participation.  This adds further impetus to structuring a conversation 

between the private and public sectors on collaborating on implementing a sound development 

vision.  In the case of South Africa, the National Development Plan. 

The financing of green economy related interventions, particularly in relation to the public sector, 

should thus also be viewed in the context of supporting high quality government spending.  

Spending in the green economy, leading to increased market activity and national revenue, is a 

significant opportunity to send positive messages to ratings agencies and international investors. 
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6 Conclusion 

 

This research report summarises the outputs of an 18 month programme funded by the Green Fund 

of the Development Bank of South Africa.  The original title of the proposal “To conduct a research 

study on the design of policy frameworks and the financial instruments to enhance investments in 

the green economy in South Africa” set out an extremely ambitious goal.  It was really unknown to 

what degree of detail and granularity the project outputs would be able to provide in relation to 

recommendations for the design of policy and financial instruments to accelerate investment in the 

green economy.  The key learning of the project was that the more focussed and granular the 

discussions the more focussed and granular the recommendations.  What is more important than 

making specific recommendations on policy and financial innovation is the process by which you 

arrive at focus areas and structure a constructive conversation around solutions.  As a consequence, 

as the project developed the project team increased their attention on developing a robust process 

as a basis for future, further work on specific high priority investment areas. 

Having said that a number of interactions between the policy and financial services sector were 

observed and captured in this report.  Through “conversation frameworks” the project team were 

able to capture some broad recommendations on the design of policy and financial instruments to 

stimulate investment in the economy. 

The three focus areas of the project, as originally envisaged, were: 

 Developing clarity on the principles of the green economy and related policies 

 Capacity development of project developers and implementation partners; and 

 The design of policy and funding instruments 

The NBI is thrilled with the work we have done and believe that the work is an important 

contribution to the research on the green economy in South Africa.  The principles framework and 

its potential use beyond how it was used here to review green economy related policies is 

something we hope receives great interest.  Furthermore, the workshops we ran around the country 

amounted to a capacity building programme focussing on the role of finance in development that 

reached over 150 people in positions of influence in their organisations.  Finally, the 20 policy 

recommendations, supported by replicable processes and “conversation frameworks” will help 

policy developers and financial institutions in their design of policy and funding instruments.   

Of course, not everything ran as expected and the project team had to adjust to some changes in 

process and intended outputs.  Most critically we were naive in our hypothesis that a single solutions 

workshop would provide concrete recommendations on policy and funding instruments.  Given the 

reaction of stakeholders to the solution development workshops and the quality of the 

recommendations achieved in a short time, we do believe we proved the hypothesis that facilitated 

multi-stakeholder (including the financial services sector) approaches to planning are extremely 

effective in driving development of the economy.  We believe while the single workshop assumption 

was incorrect that the number of workshops required would be few, although this is an area for 

further testing. 
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While we engaged with a wide range of stakeholders from many sectors of society there were a few 

groups that were underrepresented.  In particular it would have been good to have more people 

from labour and from the longer term investment community (especially insurance and asset 

managers from the pension funds).  The workshop attendees were without variation representatives 

from wealthy middle or upper-income groupings and highly educated.  It would be interesting to 

supplement the methodology by gathering the views of people from all sectors of South Africa’s 

society.  The outputs of repeating the NBI process with these groups would be particularly 

interesting in the context of small and medium sized enterprise development. 

Whilst the identification of priority investment areas was deliberately stakeholder driven, some 

members of the steering group suggested that we should reinforce this initial list with a more 

structured identification and prioritisation framework. 

The time it took to assess policy against our economic principles framework was vastly 

underestimated.  The project team, in consultation with the funder, chose to run late on the project 

rather than compromise quality.  Managing stakeholder’s diaries, especially from the government 

sector, is challenging and workshops also did not run as scheduled causing further delays.   

One of the greatest frustrations for the project team was the pace of change.  It was almost as if you 

would complete a phase of work and then find a whole new batch of ideas and literature that could 

be incorporated.  This is one of the main reasons we focussed on consolidating the work into 

conversation frameworks that could be used as a means of contextualising and framing new 

knowledge.  Clearly the work in this area will never be complete and the project team have the 

following recommendations for future work: 

 Continue the rapid solution development process in support of the communities engaged on 

the four prioritised intervention areas.  Specifically holding a set of workshops focussed on: 

o supporting of the City of Johannesburg’s “corridors of freedom” programme as a 

basis for unlocking packaged best practice processes to improve the rate of 

migration to public transport in South Africa. 

o supporting the work done in securing the high value Umgeni Catchment and its 

relationship with the eThekwini community. 

o conducting an energy storage, smart grids and distributed renewable energy pilot in 

Sandton 

o implementing commercial scale solar energy on the top surface of a privately owned 

mine dump in the vicinity of Johannesburg 

 Investigate implementing accelerated design processes for other intervention areas 

identified in phase II of the project (summarised in table 1). 

 Replicating this process in other developing economies, particularly in Africa, as a means of 

driving economic transformation and building regional capacity. 

 Expand the policy analysis to include a greater proportion of South Africa’s policy documents 

and expanding our understanding of policy synergy and incongruence. 

 Expand the financial literacy programme and conduct a national training for policy and 

project developers. 

 Replicate the process for identifying key investment areas unconstrained by considering only 

the green economy. 
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 Investigate the stability and sustainability of institutions fundamental to the attraction of 

capital for investment in the green economy in South Africa. 

 Deliberately share the research work with the long term investor community to get 

additional insight as well as perspectives on resilience and loss mitigation. 

 Test the stakeholder identified intervention areas against a more structured prioritisation 

framework. 

 Run a concerted education campaign on policy congruence and process so that non-

government stakeholders are more aware of how policy is intended to work together. 

We believe the outputs of this project to be extremely useful and are gratified by the degree of 

interest and uptake we are already seeing.  We hope that working with government and other 

stakeholders we are able to expand the influence of this work.  We also believe that this process has 

the scope to be replicated in other developing country contexts, particularly in Africa.   
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8 Appendix 1 – The Economic Principles Framework 

Below, please find the full three tiers of the economic principles framework developed by the NBI 

and KPMG. The red text indicates text that was altered during the consultation phase of the project.  

The original phrasing is available, on request from the NBI, in the background report – “It’s the 

economy stupid, framing a conversation on the green economy” 
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